Summary & Conclusions -This paper considers network topological optimization with a reliability constraint. The objective is to find the topological layout of links, a t a minimal cost, under the constraint that the network reliability is not less than a given level of system reliability. A decomposition method, based on branch & bound, is used for solving the problem. In order to speed-up the procedure, an upper bound on system reliability in terms of node degrees is applied. A numerical example illustrates, and shows the effectiveness of the method. Ha*, an important parameter, is close to the minimal number of links in a network which satisfy the reliability constraint, then a better starting solution can be obtained, and many searching steps can be saved. In our method, the lower bound a* is close to its actual value if the operational reliability of the link is close enough to 1. Also, if we can find the maximal increasing value of the reliability when a set of links is added to a specified topology, the efficiency of the branch & bound algorithm is improved.
INTRODUCTION
An important stage of network design is to find the best way to layout all the components to optimize a variable (usually refers to minimize cost) while, at the same time, meeting a performance criterion such as transmission delay, throughput, or reliability. This design stage is, "network topological optimization". Usually, a cost-effective large network has a multilevel, hierarchical structure consisting of a backbone network and several local access networks [4] . Therefore, designing the topology of a large network can be divided into two problems, the backbone network design and the local network design. This paper deals mainly with backbone network design.
For backbone network design, the deterministic connectivity measure usually adopted is reliability [6, 11] because it is more easily computed than other probabilistic connectivity measures. However, probabilistic connectivity is a standard measure of network reliability. Many papers [1,2,5,10,13,14] consider topological optimization with a network-reliability criterion. For example, [ 1,2,5] consider topological optimization for maximizing network reliability subject to cost constraints; [14] considers minimizing the total link cost subject to reliability constraints. All of them find an approximate solution because as the number of links increases, the number of possible layouts of links grows faster than exponentially. However, the exact optimal solution can be important where the topology will be used for a long while. This paper presents a practical method for exactly solving the topological optimization problem.
The problem in this paper is minimization of the total link cost subject to the condition that the sys-reliability cannot be less than a given threshold. Sys-reliability is defined in Nomenclature in section 2 [7] . This paper presents a decomposition method for finding the exact, optimal solution. The decomposition method divides the problem into several subproblems by the link number of the network, and then these subproblems are solved by our branch & bound algorithm.
To speed up the solution procedure, a lower bound on the minimum number of links in a network, which may satisfy the reliability constraint, is applied. This reduces the number of subproblems.
Section 2 describes the problem formulation and system assumptions. Section 3 presents the solution method. Section 4 is an illustrative example with some experimental results.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Nomenclature sys-reliability. Pr{the 2 nodes in each/every node-pair in the degree sequence. Listing, by increasing i, of the degree of ordered degree-sequence. A degree sequence wherein the system can communicate with each other} node i , for all nodes in the node set.
degree of node i is non-decreasing. Because a connected graph has at least n -1 links and at most n* links, the P,,(I) are considered from n-1 to n*. If n* -(n -1 ) + 1 subproblems are solved then the optimal proach is not maximally efficient because all optimal solutions for subproblems must be found. Therefore, a more efficient solution is developed for solving MP: The problem is to find a network topology such that the total link cost is minimized and the sys-reliability 2 Po. The main problem can be stated mathematically:
Problem MP for step 2.1.
(1) 3.1 Lower Bound of Minimal Number of Links i, j subject to:
In order to determine a lower bound of the minimal number of links, it is necessary to know the maximum sys-reliability for a fixed ILI . Consider:
MP can be decomposed by its link number into subProblem P,, (I)
subject to:
problems P,, (I) :
(3) RL( I) maximizes the sys-reliability such that I L I = I. If r (I) C Po, then P,, (I) does not have any feasible solutions. In additiontor(n-1) < r ( n ) < r ( n + l ) < ... < r(n*),wealso determine the smallest k such that r(k) 2 Po, and then set U* = k. However, it is difficult to evaluate r ( 1 ) . The expressions for r ( n -l ) , r ( n ) , r ( n + 1) are in [9] and lemma 1. For simplicity, n+ 1 is assumed to be a multiple of 3 in lemma 1.
For 1 > n+ 1, we find T(1) instead of r ( l ) . The F ( l ) , 1 = n+2, ..., n* are in lemma 4.
Lemmal. Ther(n-1), r ( n ) , r ( n + l ) forproblems(3)- (4) are:
r(n-1) = p"-', r ( n ) = p" + n.p"-'.q, r ( n + 1) = p"+l + ( n + 1) .pn.q+ !A. ( n + 1)**p"-'.q2.
0
A result of lemma 1 is that the topology with maximal reliabilityfor n -1 links is the spanning tree for n links is the ring for n + 1 links is a graph with 3 cycles; the cycle-lengths do
The topologies are shown in figure 1.
not differ by more than one. Before stating the expressions for F ( l ) , 1 = n + 2, . . . , n* , we give (in lemma 2) a method to compute an upper bound of sys-reliability. Each network can be associated with a unique degree-sequence, and D = 2 -I L I . For convenience, an ordered degree-sequence is assumed in this section. Lemmas 2 & 3 are proved in [9] .
Lemma 2. Let G be a network with n nodes and degree sequence d.
For example, let d= {2,2,2,2} and let q=O. 1. which is an ordered, non-decreasing sequence.
R ( G )
A binary search method [8] is suggested to find U* such that: We use a tree to represent all combinations. Figure 2a is an example fully connected network with 4 nodes. Figure 2b is the combinatorial tree for that network; the problem is then P4 (4) . The links of a combinatorial tree are labeled by possible choices of link ek. The links from the root (level-0) node to level-1 nodes are specified by {ei}rli'+'. Links from the level4 node, pointed by the link with label ei, to level-(k + 1 ) nodes are specified by {ej},?lT$ ( k + ' ) . For example, links from node 3 at level-2, pointed by the link with label e2, to level-3 nodes are specified by e3, e4, e5. The path from the root to the leaf defines a possible choice of 1 links. Thus, the solution space is defined by all paths from the root node to a leaf node. There are (2) = 15 leaf nodes in the tree of figure 2b. To find an optimal solution, we do not consider all combinations since it is time-consuming. We apply a least-cost branch & bound algorithm to find the optimal solution by traversing only a small portion of the combinatorial tree. The branch & bound method has 3 decision rules that provide the method for -1. Estimation of the lower bound of the objective fimction at every node of the combinatorial tree.
2. Feasibility testing at each leaf node. 3. Selecting the next live node for branching, and terminating the algorithm.
3.2.1 Estimation of the lower bound of the objective function at node v Let: v be the current node in the combinatorial tree links defined by the path from the root to node v be {e$}!= U be the set of 1 -k links needed to be chosen from the remaining link set {ej)inf~$(k+ ') g (v) be the smallest cost that appears in the complete choices generated from node v. Eq (7) results from the ordering of the { c ( e i ) } .
(7)

Feasibility testing at a leaf node
Whenever a leaf node is reached, the feasibility test is applied to it. A leaf node associated with path is feasible iff(x) 2 Po, where x is defined by {eij}f=l. The evaluation off(x) is time consuming. Fortunately, it is not necessary to evaluatef(x) at every leaf node. Let network G with d be the network defined by {ei,}f='. The following test is used to determine the feasibility of a leaf node. f(x) 2 Po. 0
Selection of a branching node and termination condition
To handle the generation of the combinatorial tree, a data structure (live-node list) records all live nodes that are waiting to be branched. The search strategy of the branch & bound algorithm is least cost. That is, the node, say v, selected for next branching is the live node whose g (v) is the smallest among all the nodes in the live-node list. Two nodes, the first node on the next level and the next node on the same level, are generated from node v if these nodes exist, and added to livenode list. For example, see the combinatorial tree in figure 2b . If node-3 is selected for branching, then the 2 nodes, node-4 and node-13, are generated from node-3. If node-5 is selected from the live-node list for branching then there exists only the next node on same level, and only node-6 is generated. Traversal of the combinatorial tree starts at root node-0 and stops when the live-node list is empty. In addition, an upper bound cost 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES & RESULTS
Example 1
A network has 5 nodes with p = 0.8; Po = 0.90. The link costs are:
The topological optimization can be formulated as the mathematical programming problem: Thus, set U* = 7 and z' = 00.
2. Apply Algorithm-2 to solve P5 ( 7).
2.1
The combinatorial tree for P5 (7) is shown in figure   3 . The nodes are numbered according to the sequence of Algorithm-2. The optimal solution is: 1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,1) . Z(7) = 255. Since z(7) < 00, then Z* = z(7) = 255. ci,j is given in figure 4a .
The problem is formulated as:
f ( x ) 2 0.90.
Using Algorithm-2, the optimal topology is shown in figure 4b . 
Simulation Results for Algorithm-2
The real execution times of the algorithm depend on n, m (number of available links), p , and Po. Two types of the networks are considered:
1 . All links between any two nodes are available: m =n* . this case, we discarded 83 954 (84543-589)
On average* Thus, the connectivity test and reliability bound are very effective. 
